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Sheinkopf Predicts Big Year For FTU Foundation 
By Pat Strange 
The FTU Foundation in 
previous years has received 
more than $100,000 per year, and 
• according to Kenneth G. 
Sheinkopf, this year looks to be 
the biggest of all. 
Sheinkopf is the director of 
University Development and 
says one of his biggest jobs is 
working with the foundation. 
The purpose of the FTU 
Foundation is to provide the 
ext.ras for the university that the 
te funds cannot provide. 
1t was chartered in 1968 and is a 
non profit, tax exempt cor-
poration which accepts gifts _ 
- -
given to FTU and distributes 
them where they are most 
needed. Contributors may, if they 
w~sh, designate where they wish 
their gift to go. 
There are over 500 regular 
contributors to the foundation in 
addition to the "Friends of FTU" 
(parents, husbands and wives of 
students) and the "Boosters 
Club" Can organization in-
terested in helping to support 
intereollegiate athletics at FTU). 
Dr. William K. Grastv is the 
executive director fo the foun-
dation. 
The board of directors consists 
0136 "leading communitymenl'-
bers. Their job is to decide where 
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egistrar's Office 
Testing New System 
By Marcy Muramatsu 
According to University 
registrar, William Chapman, a 
new class registration system is 
presently in the midst of testing. 
The system was put through a 
trial run last year at FTU, but the 
system undergoing the ''de-
bugging" process right now is · 
much more refined. 
Essef· ally, it is a modification 
of the c rent system, but with a 
comple e computer rewrite. 
"It r s all of the checks the 
current. system does," Chapman 
said. "For example, the com-
puter checks the student's Social 
Security number to make sure he 
is -filed, whether the course is 
open, checks for time conflicts, 
etc." 
In total, there are 29 checks the 
computer must complete before 
registration can continue. 
The main difference in the new 
system is that the student obtains 
his fee assessment sheet, or bill, 
and his official class schedule at 
the time of registration. 
Chapman said all fees will be 
due before classes begin, with a 
$25 late fee. Registration is , 
cancelled if fees are not paid 
within the first week of classes. 
Reinstatement is possible, but 
for an additional $25 over the late 
fee. 
One of the bugs in the system is 
a five second delay between the 
initial computer check and your 
fee assessment printout. 
"Five seconds doesn't seem 
like much, but when you multiply 
that number by the 20 students 
per minute the computer is 
designed to handle, it adds up," 
Chapman said. 
Another feature of the new 
system includes a diff etent add-
drop process. 
At the first machine, students 
find out whether the class they 
desire to add is open. Course 
access codes are typed in at the 
next terminal, and the computer 
adds or deletes classes im-
mediately in the same check. 
If all the bugs are out in time, 
Chapman said, the new system 
may be used for winter quarter 
pre-:egistration. 
in the university contributions 
could best be put to use and to 
supply pubUcity for the foun-
·dation to be distributed to 
prospective contributors. The 
· · founaaHori Is ·attempting to in-
volve the community more and to 
-
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develop a program for . alumni 
members. 
Sheinkopf said, "I wish all FTU 
seniors would get involved with 
the foundation. If each senior 
would contribute one dollar, the 
money received would take care 
of ten scholarships." 
The foundation has eight to ten 
projects per year. Providing 
scholarships and loans, equip-
ment for the various labs, books 
for the library, and research are 
some of them. The TV in the VC 
was provided through the 
foundation. 
Out of each dollar given to the 
foundation, Sheinkopf said, 97 
cents comes to FTU. The 
remaining three cents goes into 
running the foundation. 
The foundation Memberships 
are as follows: 
Contributing Member - any 
person who contributes $10 or 
more per year, 
Sustaining Member - those who 
contribute $100 or more per year, 
Pegasus Club - for persons 
contributing $1,000 or more an-
nually. 
Members of Pegasus Club who 
give $10,000 or more become 
President's Medallion Members. 
These members hold certain 
privileges which increase as their 
gifts increase. 
Pilot Bob Gib~on, on campus· for ECA Day, stops plane at intersection. More about 
ECA Day on page 16. <Photo by Fred Sommer). 
FTU Already Complying With New Records Law 
By Alan Crouse . 
According to an article in the 
October 25 edition of PARADE 
magazine, a- federal law for 
safeguarding records of 
elementary, secondary and post-
high school students goes into 
affect on November 19 of this 
year . 
The Legislation, originally 
submitted by Senator James L. 
Buckley of New York, provides 
parent the opportunity to inspect 
and review school records 
gathered on their son or 
daughter, even if the student is 18 
or older. The law also will 
protect student files against 
protection by persons outside the 
school system, with the exception 
of schools in which the student 
intends to enroll, or in com-
pliance with court orders. 
One question of importence to 
secondary, technical or college 
students is access to records for 
prospective employers. 
However, Dr. John D. Mahaffey 
Jr., of the University's legal 
office says the students will have 
the right to give consent without 
written consent of parents. 
Mahaffey also said the office on 
campus normally responsible for 
a particular record will handle 
inquiries concerning that record. 
Mr. William D. Chapman, 
University Registrar, said his 
office has always been in com-
pliance with the provisions of the 
recent legislation. because 
transcripts- of a student's 
records can only be released 
upon presentation of written 
consent by the student. 
Under state law, students can 
be denied admission to state 
universities because of 
"disruptive behavior" or "bad 
conduct" . With the new federal 
legislation, Chapman said, 
counselors will not gather such 
information for fear of law suits 
by students or parents. 
Chapman added the new 
federal law has little bite, 
because it was a rider on an 
appropriations bill, and the 
penalty for non-compliance is the 
termination of federal funds. 
State.universities receive little in 
federal subsidies. 
Under the new law, parents or 
students have the right to 
challenge anything they consider 
"misinformation". Chapman 
said FTU students have always 
had access to their own records. 
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FAVORS Coordinates 
. -
Students & Community 
By Deborah Whaley 
"Do yourself a favor ... and 
others too," is the philosophy of 
FAVORS, The Florida 
Technological University 
Volunteer Referral Service. 
FAVORS is a student-run 
volunteer program whose pur-
pose is to be a - link between 
student in~erest and community 
needs. 
The program, which began in 
November ·of 1973, is the result of 
an idea to combine the efforts of 
the Village Center Board & Staff, 
the Sociology Club and the United 
Campus Ministry. 
FAVORS combines all 
separate attempts to coordinate 
volunteer activities into one 
service with a campus-wide 
appeal. 
According to Kathy Cavanna, 
Assistant Village Center 
Programs Director, before the 
formation of FAVORS there was 
no office on campus where any 
student could come and get into 
volunteer work. It was mainly 
through courses. 
Sociology majors were often 
placed in volunteer jobs by 
professors or by the Sociology 
Club. . 
Now anyone on campus who 
has an interest in volunteer work 
is ref erred to the agency by 
FAVORS. 
There are 65 students actively 
volunteering at this time, not 
including groups, such as Delta 
Tau Delta Fraternity. 
Several Sororities have con-
tacted FA VO RS and expressed 
an interest. 
FAVORS is presently finding a 
place for them. 
FAVORS has about 140 
agencies on file who need 
volunteers. 
Areas of volunteer work in-
clude: consumer protection, 
correctional programs, cultural 
services, day care centefis, aging, 
blind, ecology, education-
Train Buff Organizes 
Railioad Fan Club 
By Alan Crouse 
A train passing in the night has 
been a popular inspiration for 
writers. But, trains may soon 
inspire more practical activities 
on .FTU's campus, if the ideas of 
several professors materialize. 
The idea of a railroad club 
originated ·with Dr. John P. 
Hartman, a civil engineering 
professor, joined by Dr. C.P. 
Rautenstrau, who teaches 
mathematics and statistics, and 
Mr. Harold L. Griffith, an in'-
structor of engineering 
technology. 
Hartman says the group will be 
very loosely structured, meeting 
once, maybe twice a month to 
watch movies and take part in 
discussions. 
Hartman said the organization 
could not be recognized by 
student government because it 
will be open to faculty and staff 
as well as students, but added it 
was not important because SG 
funds will not be needed, and if 
any dues are collected it will be 
for refreshments. 
Hartman, a historian of 
railroad technology, said they 
are interested strictly in locating 
interested persons at this time for 
the purpose of establishing a 
meeting time convenient to the 
majority of the group. . 
"This isn't going to be an 
organization that will go aroun_d 
selling itself. We want people who 
have an interest in trains," saiq 
Hartman. 
All three professors are model 
railraoders, but wanted not to 
restrict activities to modeling. 
"People can come to discuss 
members want, they can break 
up into smaller groups to talk 
about their specialties," said 
Hartman. 
Rautenstrau 's interest is 
primarily in 'HO" modeling. 
Although he presently has no 
layout because of a recent move, 
he plans a f ayout where he will 
hand-lay his own ties and tails , as 
opposed to using the commercial 
sectional track. 
Griffith builds 'O" gauge 
engines and has a layout he 
describes as "only a test track" . 
Griffith also said he dreams of 
building a " live-steam" engine 
which will be large enough to sit 
on. 
Griffith said that freight, 
especially, should be transported 
by train. 
Trucks should be smaller and 
travel shorter distances. 
He cited one .example of the 
cost of bridges. 
According to Griffith, a span 
for automobiles costs the same as 
a railroad span in the same 
location. 
However, an auto bridge 
costing, say $2 million, ends up 
costing $11 million by the time it 
is built heavy enough to tolerate 
the stresses of tracto-trailer 
trucks on a wide FOadway: 
Griffith said railroads have not 
received indirect subsidies en-
joyed by other members of the 
transportation industry. 
"When airlines need a new 
terminal," he said, "the city pays 
for it." 
"The railroads not only pay t:or 
stations, but must pay taxes on 
the property," Griffith said. 
"The FAA <Federal Aviation 
Administration) funds com-
munications systems, but 
railroads must buy their own." 
Griffith also said the fuel taxes 
and increased license fees are not 
enough to pay for heavier 
roadbeds to accommodate large 
trucks. · 
"We are allowing' a valuable 
and essential means of tran-
sportation deteriorate," Griffith 
concluded. 
Persons interested in forming a 
railroad interest organization 
should contact Dr. John P. 
Hartman, Engr 402, 2270; Dr. C. 
P. Rautenstrau , Adm 219, 2120, or 
Mr. Harold L. Griffith, Engr 118, 
2268. 
futoring, Headstart, drug 
programs, half-way houses, 
recreation, health agencies & 
hospitals, mental health & 
mental retardation, physically 
handicapped, swcide prevention, 
and legal services. 
This year agency listings will 
be divided into four major areas 
of Youth, Education, Health, and 
Social Agencies for ease. of 
placing volunteers. 
FAVORS has two student co-
chairpersons : Cathy Kane, a 
junior psychology majo~ and 
. Walter Johnson, also a junior 
psychology major . 
... We emphasize the chance for 
a field learning experience to the 
stud~nt, Johnson said. 
Volunteers are ref erred to an 
agency in their field of interest. 
For example, an education major 
might be interested in working 
with the ADDitions program in 
the Orange and Seminole County 
school system. 
Johnson said the appeal of 
FAVORS is campus-wide, 
especially to freshmen or 
sophomores trying to decide on a 
major. 
Volunteer work also . gives 
many juniors and seniors a 
chance to apply the theories 
they've learned in class. 
FAVORS listings of agencies 
include a description of the job, 
the hours volunteers are needed 
and if any training is given. 
Some agencies such as We 
Care, have extensive training 
programs. 
FAVORS works with the 
student and the community to 
serve the needs of both. 
Marsha Jernigan is a Junior 
Social Work major who was 
placed by FAVORS. Jernigan has 
been working through Youth 
Programs, Inc. with a 14-year-old 
girl who is on probation for four 
months. 
When asked how she felt about 
her work, Jernigan said, "It's 
made me positive that I want to 
make that kind of job my acreer. 
It's very rewarding personally. It 
makes you feel good when 
someone you are working with 
tells you to "hurry out here, I 
need you'." 
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity is 
the first fraternity on campus to 
work through FA VO RS. 
They have been working at the 
Association for Retarded Citizens 
Adult Activity Center and spent 
one entire Saturday washing 
down the outsid~ of the building 
and another,Saturday painting it. 
Delta Tau Delta will be helping 
the Association with other 
projects in the future . 
FAVORS can find volunteer 
work for any interested student. 
For information, stop by the 
Village Center main desk area 
and ask for FAVORS, or call 
extension 2611 . 
SCAN OUR 
FALL 
FASHIONS 
Griffith also talked about the 
organization as an interest group, 
and went on to talk about the 
railroads with regards to energy 
use and c~conomic problem~- -
COLONIAL PLAZA MALL 
Delta Tau Delta paints the Adult Activi~y Center at 
Association for Retarded Citizens as part of VC FAVORS 
program. (Photo by John .Becker.) 
SAVE $100°0 
On A Fabulous Stero System 
Including A 
111· 
1225 
Turntable with 
A Shure M-91-ED Cartridge 
A PIONEER. SX-737 
Stereo Receiver, and a Pair of 
BOSE® 
Di rect-Ref1ecting 
Reqularly $907.70 
NOW $807 70 
Only At The 
WIDE WORLD OF MUSIC 
In The Altamonte Mall, Upper Level 
, t 
By Walt Morris 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Duane Halloway , National 
Chapter Service Consultant, is 
visiting the Eta Rho chapter this 
week. 
The brothers hope that his stay 
wil1 be a profitable one . 
Alpha would like to extend their 
appreciation to the Little Sisters 
of the Maltese Cross for the great 
·time at the Halloween party. 
Delta Tau Delta 
The Delts would like to thank 
TYES for making the Halloween 
party ·1ast week a success . 
Kappa Sigma 
Tonight is the annual· 
Halloween party . 
The party will be held at the 
Wimbledon Apartments with 
starting time for the band being 9 
pm . 
The party is being held with 
SAE and TYES. 
Ted Conway was elect ed 
President of the new pledge class 
and Gary Baker was elected Vice 
President. 
Harold Hemmings was elected 
treasurer . 
Sigma Alpha E psilon 
Bob Wilson , Rob Vezine, Chuck 
Gast , and Betson Prica were 
elected P resident, Vice 
P res ident, Secretary and 
Treasure, respectively. 
Nat ional Chapter Advi sor, 
John Lundquist, has been visiting 
the cha pter . 
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The annual Halloween party is 
tonight. It is being helq with KS 
and TYES. 
Sigma Chi 
Last week during ECA Day , 
Sigma raised $79 in donations for 
the Easter Seals Speech and 
Hearing Center in Orlando. 
The $1 donation entitles the 
donor to a chance to win a replica 
of a 1929 Bucchattai. 
The drawing will be held Dec . 3 
and tickets may be purchased 
from the Sigs up till that time . 
This weekend th e Grand 
Praetor of the Sigma Chj 
Province , Ed Freeland , will be 
here for a series of discussions. 
TYE S 
TYES wish to thank DTD for 
the Halloween party lasr 
Saturday night. 
A special thanks for the TYES 
pumpkin which was given to us. 
HA VE any IDEAS 
4 FUTURE PROGRAMS 
(Subsidies, concerts etc.) Police Use New Device 
By P aula Wisor 
Two FTU professors, Dr . David 
Clapp and Dr . Robert Doering, 
from the Department of In-
dustri al Engineering a nd 
Ma nagement Systems ar e 
working with the Orlando Police 
Department to increase the ef-
ficiency of police patrol cars . 
Clapp and Doering have in-
vestigated a new dev ice, the 
Automatic Vehicle Locator , 
which will reduce the time it 
takes a squad car to reach the 
site of art emergency . 
By using an electronic system, 
A VL allows police headquarters 
to immediately know the location 
of all their squad cars. 
A small device called an 
emitter is placed on utility poles 
and as a patrol car passes, a 
signal relays back to 
headquarters . This signal then 
appears on a screen indicating 
which car it is and the car's 
location . 
A VL can also be ·used whenever 
a major crisis occurs in the city. 
To keep . all squad cars from 
copverging on a crisis or un-
necessary cars reporting to the 
area, AVL allows ·headquarters 
to see the location of all cars and 
to judge wh.i~h cars should report 
to the crisis. 
Another us~ for A VL is to in-
sure police protection. 
A VL causes an alarm to go off 
when an officer is in trouble. The 
officer w·ears a device on his belt 
which he presses if ·he is in 
trouble. A s•gnal appears on the 
screen. at headquarters - in-
·dicating· the problem. · 
"This is not one of the major 
featur;es ·of.the AVL system, but 
only an ad.ded bontJs,". said Dr . 
Clapp. 
· AVL is now being tested at the 
_ · Orlanao Pohce Department in a 
limited capacity and only· on an 
cxpcn~cntar basis. 
This particular. qevice only 
tracks .· twe squa_d cars in two 
districts. of the dty. 
However, other. fult scale A VL 
systems ar~ being used in 
Montclair . California and in 
Wichita. Kansas. 
The cost of A VL is not known 
yet. 
"It'is estimated that it will be in 
the range of a half million to one 
mill ion dollars," said Dr . 
"Because AVL will increase 
the efficiency of the department, 
two less patrol cars will be 
needed. And the money saved 
from the expense of the patrol 
cars will pay for the AVL 
device ." 
Ind u strial° Engineering 
graduate student Steve Russell is 
currently . working closely with 
OPD in perfecting the ex-
perimental system for operation . 
"The College of Engineering is 
doing study projects or trying 0ut 
new Ideas for the OPD," said Dr. 
Clapp. "This particular project 
was funded by the Bureau of 
:;~;:::::::~~.:&-)"::;.~~x:::~:::e::~;:;:;~:::::;:~;:~.,;:;:;:;:;:;:~~f;X:;: .:::~;·.·;:~:-:::;:-::;;;.;.;:;:;.:;:-:~::;;:;:::::;:·:-~:::.:·:·:·:·;.:-: I :v~::u~i~u:~ ;::::::::] 
:;1 magnolia( palm and hickory . ·l~ 
f: Elevation is 25 ft., just· off SR f 
:~ : 46. Priced at $21,500 by .J.] 
r~: m'otivated owner. Call Tom J,j · II Risher Assoc. j 
?:~ 3 A.CR. E'S t;. 
I I j He~JJ.ily wooded home· or ii 
;:: trailer site within 5 minutes of if,1. 
::~: Oviedo. Zoned for· children W 
~f, and horses. PrLced at $12JSO . !i! 
¥ Call J~m Ruis. Ass-0c. f, 
t I 
I I 
I SURBURBAN HOMESITE ·~:)· ~~ Over 4 acres on Sou.th Lake It 
~1 Jess~p Ave .' so convenient-'to !i 
jf: s.hopping ancf scho0I. Enjoy \f 
@the ro.0m iness of your. 'own } 
::~ estate in a ~ighly . pesirabl.d i 
i~ area, Cal:I Jir:n. Ruis Assoc. } I OVIEDO .. - .··' ;t 
~ • ::::=· 
i A beautiful homesite. rea.dy f f. for home and horses, .. tcte·a11.yJ:: 
l~ I ocat.ed for .conve(l-i.-ence . .to ).~ 
~hown and schoolS:, :'y:ef offers~:;~· 
fia t~ lhe priv,ac;y an~· l>eauty_ oft~ 
ija countr')( ,estate . n7i50~ ~rwr:: 
~ terms. Call Tom " ~rsh .er <:!; 
~ Assoc . · :·:; 
iili ;.· 
ti BEN WARD AGENCY 
M365-3221 
Oviedo 
Realtor Inc. 
Criminal Justice, Planning and 
Assistance in Tallah assee, 
Florida." CALL Mary at 
275-2191 
BEER BUST TODAY I 
: ALL YO U CAN DRINK FROM 3P·M . TO 6 PM 
GUYS $3.00 GIRLS FREE 
SO'nciv\iich~s· 
.. .' 
Open everyday from 11 am to 2 am 
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Editorial" 
It has been said that you can't 
get something for nothing. Well 
at FTU, you can get nothing for 
something. Just open the new 
health insurance policy and take . 
a look. This policy is very 
inadequate. 
Suppose an FTU student broke 
his leg. This policy would allot $25 
for x-rays and casts. X-rays 
actually cost about $54 for the 
series of three required. One leg 
cast costs $40 and two are usually 
needed during recuperation . So, 
of the $94 cost for a broken leg, 
the student will pay two-thirds of 
the cost. 
Be sure to read this policy? 
before you have an accident or 
illness. One thing the FTU 
student should note is the amount 
allotted for a doctor's visit. In 
order to get the $10 maximum for 
the first visit, students must go 
through the health center . 
Otherwise, only $5 is given by the 
company for payment of the 
doctor's visit. If the health center 
must do all the referring, what 
does a student with a broken bone 
do? What does a student who 
becomes viloently ill when the 
health center is closed do? And 
even more ironically, what do the 
students at the resident centers 
do? These students at the 
resident centers are forced to buy 
life insurance and support the 
health center, yet never set foot 
on campus, except perhaps to 
register once a quarter. What 
good is this insurance to these 
students? By the way, if you 
break your leg, the doctor's 
examination costs $13-$25 
anyway. Repeat visits are at 
least $10, but the policy only 
covers $5 for this. It may be 
necessary to make 5-6 return 
visits. 
Therapy is not covered at all. 
he~ith center is too much in the 
picture. Students who will never 
even be on campus are required 
to buy health insurance that. is 
useless to them. 
The health insurance should be 
in accordance with the work-
man's compensation fee 
schedule. This schedule is 
statewide and will pay well for 
illness and accidents, covering at 
least three-fourths of tile cest. 
This can be done. High school 
students in this area pay a small 
amoWlt for this type of insurance. 
From ages 11-25, the first 3 
months Preliminary Term cost'S 
only $1. Then annually to ages 26, 
the cost is $20. This would break 
down to $5 per quarter. FTU 
should get even better rates for 
two reasons. For one thing, 
everyone is required to buy it so 
F·TU would have more people on 
the policy. Also, FTU has a health 
center which operates free of 
charge to students, and because 
students use this eenter, their 
medical bills will be lower. 
·Who wrote this policy? Who 
forced over 8,000 students to buy 
a useless policy? Since w~en does 
a college student have . to buy 
health insurance from a specified 
company in order to attend a 
state supported Wliversity? 
Each state college was allowed 
t,o charge up to $10 per student for 
health purposes. The other 
Wliversities put the $10 in their 
health center. At FTU, it was 
divided to buy health insurance 
for all the students. Who asked 
At least we should be able to ·show 
proof of insurance and not have to 
buy another policy. · 
Perhaps this new insurance 
policy is against our con -
stitutional rights. Every ad-
ministrator I've talked to has 
been Wlable to prove it's not. Is· 
there a lawyer in the house? 
WHAT?! YOU WANT MORE? 
By Mike Hall 
Have you ever taken an art 
course at FTU? Or maybe a 
music class? If you have;-you are -
aware of the crummy and 
rel at iv e·l y n on-=-eXTStenT 
"facilities" this school has for the 
Humanities and Fine Arts. Art 
studios in temporary geodeslc · 
domes and music rehearsal in 
small trailers on tlie" ·-eage (if 
campus. But take heart, lovers of 
the arts! The new multi-million 
dollar Humanities and Fine Arts 
building may soon provide your 
creative spirit with the resources 
it needs to "reach for the stars" 
and only a year behind schedule! 
This building has been a turkey Each treatment will cost about 
$8, and five to ten visits will be 
prescribed. This can be a sub-
stantial bill with no break from 
the insurance company. 
StUdent Government For Sale 
since the woods were cleared and 
the foundation laid back in Oc-
tober of '72 (where were you in 
'72? ) The first problem was 
finding what the structure was 
going to look like. Everybody had 
been aware for months that 
something was going to be built 
behind the Classroom Building. 
But the planning office didn't 
release any information about it 
until work on the foWldation had 
begun. 
Suppose you get sick and a 
regular doctor cannot cure you, 
so you are ref erred to an in-
ternist. _ 
On the first visit, it will cost about 
$160 for the exam and lab tests. 
That $10 allotment (if you 
remember to go through the 
health center) for the doctor's 
visit will not go a long way. 
The allotment for anesthesia is 
$25, yet anesthesia costs about 
$60 per half hour. So more money 
out of your pocket. No money is 
allotted for the operating room 
which costs $100. 
If you need surgery, you may 
be interested to know the cost. 
Surgery on a leg costs about $350, 
on a hip about $800, on knees $500 
and on arms about $150. Let's not 
forget the semi-private room at 
the hospital. Orange Memorial 
Hospital charges $58 per day. 
Several days are required to 
recuperate in the hospital, and if 
a person breaks his leg badly but 
needs no surgery, he may be in 
traction for 10 days. 
This insurance covers only 
accidents and illnesses. There 
are many times when no accident 
or illness is involved but medical 
attention is required. Physicals 
and problems without accidents 
are two examples. 
What are the problems? The 
insurance doesn't pay much. The 
By Dana Eagles 
To<ilay, Student Government 
intrepidly tries once again to 
elect itself a Senate to decide the 
important questions of ~ollege 
life. Only this time, instead of the 
$25, small-scale campaigns of the 
original election, thrown out 
because legitimate procedures 
were ignored, we have almost no 
campaign at all, and instead of 
the almost laughable 3.5 percent 
turnout, we are likely this time to 
be missing those who have 
become disgusted, or voted last 
time only by accident. 
But, the laughing at SG 
elections has become somewhat 
·of a tradition at FTU, one to 
which the Student Government 
might be expected to at least 
consider, but to which -it seems 
oblivious. The negative aspects of 
this attitude affect both officers 
and "constituents". Lots of ac-
tivity money passes through SG 
hands, and even with posters 
galore, no one knows w:10 the hell 
they 're voting for, except for the 
image projected through a magic 
marker applied to poster board. 
What may at first seem like an 
attitude of disinterest among 
students may be only one of 
confusion and caution. How can 
the student vote intelligently for a 
candidate he knows nothing 
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about, rWlning for an office in a 
student body with which he may 
be only vaguely familiar? What 
could possibly prompt the 
average voter tc make a decision 
on an issue about which he may 
be only partially informed, 
misinformed, or not informed at 
all? Ci vie responsibility, 
perhaps? Or maybe a sense of 
adventure? 
"Student apathy" has been 
blissfully blamed as the cause of 
poor participation in elections, 
while the Student Government 
stays neatly tucked away in its 
corner of the Village Center, 
apparently insensible to the 
impression that legislation is 
debated, passed and vetoed, rules 
are made and compromises 
agreed to without the knowledge 
posedly depends on the support of 
consumers for its existence : 
may not be involved in campus 
organizations, but whose vote 
and right carry equal weight, as 
if the whole process were some 
kind of closed legislative 
workshop. 
No one is criticizing SG for the 
recent election fiasco, as over-
sights can always occur, but 
perhaps it reflects part of a 
general trend of remoteness and 
unwillingness to communicate 
with the concerns of the general 
studeI)t body. In fact, it is a 
tribute to its structural efficiency 
KATHY DONALDSON 
Editor In Chief 
·LETTERS · 
The F uTUrc wr·I< onws lt·llc-r.., , l>UI 
c flnnot c.onsicfPr for putJl1c,1l•r"' r111: 
lettc•rs not l;ear1nq the wr11er ::. 
..,1r · .1ture .ind address . HOW<'V <:r. 
·' will IJe withheld upon r1·q11,,;1 
·? hi•'> rPst•rved lo ed it o• • · 
· nn of le tt ers drrn 
IP or in poor 1,1slt· 
that the Elections · Commission 
keeps a constant check on the 
validity of such contests. 
In short, what can be the 
credibility, or more pointedly, 
what can be the effectiveness of 
an institution which makes a 
little attempt to at least publicize 
its own good qualities? Students 
are paying for Student Govern-
ment, both the process and the 
results, and it -is their right to 
receive some regular feedback 
and their expectation to receive 
some publicity about the product 
they are purchasing. <How would 
Ultra-Brite sell without some 
promise, however fabricated, of 
increased sex appeal?) The 
FuTUre is willing to help, but it 
defies the established role of the 
press to be the agent for, rather 
than the adversary of, the 
government. And it defies all 
logic that a body which sup-
posedly depends on the support 
ofconsumers for its existence 
would not try to sell itself. An. ad 
in the weekly campus newspaper 
simply does not suffice ... 
The FTU commWlity is a 
Wlique one, composed of 9,000 
loosely-knit individuals with 
varying lifestyles. This makes an 
added demand which SG must 
meet in order to make it a really 
viable organization. The students 
are willing to buy. We need 
Student Government put on sale. 
DANA SCOTT EAGLES 
Assistant Editor 
Feature Editor .. . Cameron Pyle 
Copy Editor ... Tracy Armstrong 
Sports Editor ... Doug Storum 
Photo Editor ... Alan Geeslin 
Circulation Manager ... Jeff Pearce 
Advertising Manager ... Mike Myers 
Lead Reporters ... Alan M . Crouse. 
Marcy Muramatsu 
Sportswriters ... Joe DeSalvo, Peter 
Haas, Pat Murray 
In the October 13, 1972 issue of 
the FuTUre, a story and an ar-
tist's conception appeared with 
the vital information. It was 
going to be a five-story building 
costing $2.2 million and would be 
ready for occupancy in one year. 
But what we had were great piles 
of dirt and six concrete squares in 
the groWld. And that's the way it 
stayed for a long time. I suppose 
the foWldation was the only thing 
that was completed on schedule. 
It got so bad that the catch-
phrase around the FuTUre office 
was the "lost" Humanities and 
Fine Arts Building. 
Then we got some revised 
figures. An article included in the 
Central Florida Fair special 
edition the FuTUre said that the 
building would cost $2.8 million 
and be finished in early 1974. This 
was in February of 1973. Well, in 
September of '73 the planning 
office was starting to admit that 
there were some 'problems with 
the construction and, by the way, 
it will cost $3.1 million now . 
Several foremen of different. 
companies working on the 
project pinpointed the problem; 
it was that damn systems ap-
proach! You see, each phase of 
construction <foundation, 
Cont. on Page 5 
KERRY FAUNCE ~ 
News Editor 
Photographe.rs ... M'ike Pedgett, Fred 
Sommers, Mark Johnson 
Staff Artists ... Mark Johnson, Dee 
Deloy 
Artist. columnist.. .Mike Hall 
Greek Column ... Wall Morris 
Reporters . John Br idges, Mike Cerni, 
Arla Filko. Mike Johnston, Walt 
Morris. Pat Strange, Debbie Whaley, 
Paula Wisor ilnd Jim Holmes_ 
Student 
Hy t:a~eron Pyle 
How much time have you 
"wasted" in school or at home 
playing around with those 
disgusting little things called 
fractions, making computations 
out to the utmost decimal point? 
Or has your math teacher 
asked you to find out how many 
square inches there are in a 
square mile when you can't even 
remember the number of feet in a 
mile. 
It can be quite maddening to 
say the least. You either need 
your own reference library to 
keep track of all the pecks, 
bushels, rods, furlongs, gross and 
cubic inches, or, as usually is the 
case, ignore it all in utter con-
fusion. 
If you've given more than a 
casual glance ~t the Miss 
Polymetric exhibit in the lobby of 
the FTU library, you may have 
found out that over ninety per-
cent of the world has found a 
better way. 
Most of the math _ and 
engineering students, I'm sure, 
are quite familiar with the metric 
system as it is used almost ex-
clusively when dealing with 
scientific terminology. 
But among the few students 
I've talked to, their awareness 
doesn't get mu~h further than 
Cont. from Page 4 
Hallways 
structure, etc .) was being han-
dled by a different company, ten 
in all. The result, as one foreman 
· put it, was that "no one has any 
control over anyone else." Also, 
unfon and non-union labor was 
being used. Union labor got mad 
and walked off the job. 
Here we are a yeai; later and 
we've finally got a building over 
there. But alas, there are still 
problems, Several of the c?n-
struction companies are swng 
each other and the State for 
something or other. According to 
the director of the physical plant, 
Oswaldo Garcia, this isn't going 
to delay the opening of the 
building however. We should not 
be able to use the first three 
floors by next quarter. Gee .. .I 
wonder how much the damn thing 
is costing now! 
Projector 
Prohleins 
Explained 
Editor: 
From October 19-23 the Village 
Center Movie was plagued with 
projector problems all of which 
were mechanical and not human. 
At this time all repairs have been 
made and we would like to 
apologize for any inconvenience 
it mught have caused our theater 
goers 
Tim Yuk:navich 
Supervisor of Projectionist 
Village Center 
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Laments Time Wasted In School 
kilos and grams of something or 
other. 
In the metric system, it is 
simple to convert units - you · 
merely have to move the decimal 
point. 
161 centimeters equals 16.1 
decimeters equals 1.61 meters 
and so on. 
In the English <U.S.) system, 
you must multiply or divide in 
order to convert units; 161 inches 
equals 13 5-12 ·feet equals 4 17-36 
yards. 
With a set-up like this, it's no 
wonder people skip math class to 
go drink beer in the V.C. snack 
bar. 
In order for the United States to 
successfully compete' on · 
economic levels with the rest of 
the world, it is clearly inevitable 
that the switch to metric will 
come . It seems equally clear that 
the most efficient method of 
instituting the changeover would 
be for Congress to pass 
legislation to that effect. 
Now I know that a bureaucracy 
as large as ours is naturally slow, 
but they've been batting around 
the "metric or not" question for 
almost TWO CENTURIES and 
still have not reached a decision. 
The old excuse used to be that 
our m·ajor trading partners 
abroad had not yet converted to 
metric and still used Eng~is_h 
units of weights and measures. 
This, however, no longer holds 
true. 
I talked to Dr. Ernst M. 
Goldstein, Professor of 
Engineering, about the laxity of 
Congress and whether he an-
ticipated any legislative action on 
the metric issue in the future. 
He pointed out a glaring fact 
which seems to have gone 
relatively unnoticed, but runs 
true to form in the light of recent 
government happenings. It's 
called organized labor. 
Goldstein said that labor 
unions, which have some of tqe 
most powerful and influential 
lobbies in Washington, D.C., are 
afraid that their current positions 
for negotiations and collective 
bargaining will . be ser~ously 
damaged by any conversion to 
metric system. If a corporation 
can have products manufactured 
abroad to metric specifications at 
perhaps a lesser cost, then the 
need for constant bickering with 
striking labor unions will no 
longer be necessary for any profit 
conscious industrv. 
Many companies have already 
branched out or moved their 
factories abroad for precisely 
that reason . Viewd in this 
manner, Goldstein said that he 
did not "forsee any· government 
action" concerning future metric 
conversion, even though such 
attempts have and are being 
made. 
In the meantime, some of the 
United State's larger industries 
have decided not to wait for of-
ficial word from Uncle Sam and 
have begun "metrication" of 
their own, 
NASA, under the farsighted 
guidance of Wernher von Braun, 
began its program in 1963 and is 
now using the metric system 
almost exclusively. 
The real industrial pacesetters 
have been Ford Motor Company, 
which in April 1973 opened up a 
new and highly automated metric 
assembly line in Lima, Ohio to 
produce the Mustang II and 
Pinto, and General Motors, which 
said that all their "new" 
products, components and 
facilities including the rotary 
engine will be built to metric 
specifications. 
The cost factor seems to be the 
most obvious hassle involved in 
the conversion attempts. 
Instead of an overnight switch: 
careful planning for a gradual 
phasing out of non-metric 
products is necessary, because 
the changeover, although 
beneficial in the long run, usually 
entails years of duplicate in-
ventories of metric-non-metric 
parts, hign scrap rates, and 
especially the loss of a certain 
amount of competitive, 
economic position. 
The first step in integrating any 
new system is the familiarization 
of the people involved, in order to 
reduce the confusion that is sure 
to follow. 
For example, a certain amount 
of the foodstuffs in your home, 
most noticeabley packaged and 
canned goods, list weights and 
contents in English and their 
equivalent metric 
measurements. 
In various parts of the country 
you might find that roadsigns 
showing mile;ige also give the 
distance in kilometers. 
It looks as if it will be a 
gradual, subtle process of con-
ditioning until one day it is 
suddenly "our own idea" to go 
metric rather than being forced 
uoon us from without. It all turns 
out the same anyway. 
Designed to facilitate this 
familiarization process here at 
FTU, is a Metric Awareness 
Workshop to be conducted by Dr. 
Michael Hynes and Dr. Douglas 
Brumbaugh of the College of 
Education. 
The workshop will be held on 
the V .C. green Wednesday, 
November sixth, from 11 :45 a .m. 
to 12 :45 p.m. 
Reply Given To 1Liverpool' Review 
Editor: 
ln reply to the review of 
LIVERPOOL in the FuTl)re I 
wish to clarify some points for 
those who are interested. 
1 > Why was the concert moved 
inside? 
In keeping in close contact with 
the weather bureau throughout 
the 'l'Tiorning of the 16th and 
keeping an eye on the sky our-
selves it was felt by the chairman 
of the Popular Entertainment 
Committee, Mad Mountain 
Mime. and Liverpool that we 
would be safer inside, since the 
ehance of rain was 40 per cent or 
better and even if it did not rain 
the dew factor would probably be 
great that night and not healthy 
for the equipment. Well it did not 
rain and the dew did not fall. so 
blame it on Mother Nature for 
being unreliable . 
2> Why was the box office closed 
allowing some non-students free 
entrance while others had paid to 
get in? ' 
Village Center policy on all 
programs has been to open the 
box office 45 minutes to an hour 
before show time and remain 
open :m minutes after the show 
starts which we did on the 16th. 
With the new policy of no ad-
mission charge for students it 
was a courtesy 0f the Village 
Center to leave the doors 
unlocked after the box office 
closed so that students could have 
free access to the performance if 
they were detained by late 
classes since it wa s the middle of 
the week. We felt that since the 
event was advertised for 7: 30 any 
non-students would have already 
entered the Assembly Room by 
8: 10 when the box office closed. 
3 > Why such a short concert? 
Liverpool was only contracted 
for one 60 minute set and they 
played for one and a half hours. 
Why they owed anyone an 
apology is beyond me since they 
fulfilled their contract and then 
some 
Linda Stevens 
President 
Village Center Board 
'We Care' Handles Crisis Calls 
By Jim Holmes 
"Hello? - I need help. I'm 
fourteen and my girl friend is 
pregnant. She..'s fourteen too, and 
we haven't told our parents." 
l\lr. Cle, a volunteer for the 
··Teen Hotline" and the "We 
Care" crisis center handles calls 
like this_ ~very day. 
Mr.\~"Cle graduated from a 
month long "We Care Training 
Class" and now contributes two 
afternoons a week to counsel 
teen-agers and adults over the 
Teen Hotline (644-2027) and the 
We Care line, formerly the 
suicide prevention number (628-
1227). . 
Mr. James E. Castello, Jr ., a 
member of the board of directors 
for the . agency, said that the 
volunteers handle "every 
possible problem a young person 
would encounter." Problems 
ranging from family ttoubles and 
dating problems, to the troubles 
of unwed pregnant teenagers, 
drug addiction, and even 
potential suicides. 
Castello explained that in-
being referred to other agencies 
or counselors which are 
especially equipped to handl-e 
specific problems. 
Nowthe Hotline and the "We 
Care" program has a proble111 of 
its own. 
According to Castello, the 
hotline handled 2,127 calls during 
the past three months with only 
40 volunteers. 
Seeking to remedy the 
problem, the agency is con-
ducting "We Care " class, which 
meets every Monday, Tuesday, 
and Wednesday evenings, 7:30 
p.m. at 86 West Underwood, in 
Orlando. 
Anyone interested "in serving as 
a crisis interventio_n volunteer is 
encouraged to attend the 
meetings, or call: 425-2624. 
Campus <_;lances 
.· dividuals seeking help through 
their program need not · identify 
themselves and · can receive 
counseling over the phone, often 
One volunteer commented, "It 
seems we always need more 
volunteer people to handle calls". 
Metric .Awareness Workshop 
Scheduled By The Village Center 
\'CART GALLERY 
The Village Center Art Gallery 
will be hosting a new exhibit in 
photography from November 
third through 15. 
The photography is the work of 
Lorean Mears and may be 
Yiewed Monday through Friday 
from nine a.m. to five p.m. 
MOVIE SCHEDUL.E 
The Village Center is showing 
the movie "Dr. Strangelove" 
November first and second . 
The award winning film 
produced by Stanley Kubrick, 
also producer of "A Clockwork 
Orange", will be shown at 8:30 
pm in the Village Center 
Assembly Room. 
19.tO's DANCE 
The Village Center is spon-
soring a 1940's style party and 
dance, S.aturday November 
second. 
M1:1sic reminiscent of the Big 
Band era will be provided by 
"The Legends". Activities · will 
begin at 8:30 p.m. in .the VC 
Multi-Purpose Room. 
CENTRAL FLORIDA VANS 
A new club, the "Central 
Florida Vans" invites you to an 
orgainizational meeting on 
Saturday, November ninth, from 
nine a.m. to five p.m. 
The meeting will be held at 
United Speed World, in the 
Herndon Plaza on Highway 50. 
For additional information , 
interested persons should call · 
Bi!l at 859-1977, after five p.m. 
AUDITION 
Auditions for the recently 
released Broadway hit, "Sugar" 
will be conducted Monday, 
November fourth at 7:30 pm and 
Tuesday, November fifth, from 
five to nine pm in rooms 111-112 in 
the administration building. 
Many parts are ·available for 
singers, actors, and dancers. 
"Sugar" is a 1930's musical 
based on the screenplay, "Some 
Like It Hot." 
CONCERT LISTINGS 
l'PCOMING ROCK CONCERTS 
NOVEMBER 
Tonight at the Orlando Sports . 
Sta di um, Peter Trehune 
Productions· will present the 
English Group, "Traffic." 
The concert will begin at 8 p.m. 
and the tickets are $6.00 per 
person. 
The date for the Todd Run-
dgren Concert at the Sports 
Stadium has not been set as of 
yet , but it is tentatively scheduled 
for the end of November. 
On Friday, November 30th, Joe 
Cocker and Mountain will appear 
under the green dome of the 
.Jacksonville Collesi um. _ 
The show will begin at eight 
r, ·clock and the tickets are $5.00. 
DECEMBER 
On Friday, December 14th, up 
in the Jacksonville Collesium 
Deep Purple and the Electric 
Light Orchestra, both very good 
Engli&h groups, will appear for 
$5.00 per person. 
The following m~.t:it, nere m 
Orlando , Johnny Winter will 
appear at the Sports Stadium. 
Arla Filko 
"Think Metric". This well 
in tended advice may soon be the 
cry of Americans as the United 
States progresses toward the 
world-wide metric system of 
measurement. 
To help you learn ·and begin to 
use the metric system the Village 
Center, in conjunction with the 
Math Education Department, has 
scheduled a Metric Awareness 
. , 
Workshop for Wednesday,·· 
November sixth. 
Numerous learning activities 
will be presented on the Village 
Center Green from 11:45 a.m. to 
12:45 p.m. 
Dr. Douglas Brubaugh and Dr.-
Mike Hynes of the Math 
Education Department will 
present: Playing metric-
metrication, metric ladders and 
meters, liters and grams and 
Competing metric with metric 
olympics. · 
Coach Gyrgley will assist in 
measuring your metric mass and 
Coach Clark will assist in 
measuring your metric height. 
This Village Center furided 
program was initiated by the 
Math Department in an effort to 
make our campus and the 
surrounding community aware of 
the metric system. · 
Further information may be 
obtained by calling either the 
Village Center or the Math 
Education Departm_P.rit 
raw 
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Vaudeville Review Featured 
On Saturday, November 2, at 
8:30 p.m . in Municipal 
Auditorium, the Council of Arts 
and Sciences will sponsor 
" Harlem Heyday", a one act 
musical review of vaudeville 
days of the 1920's, featuring the 
music. comedy and dance of 
uptown Harlem during the 
Prohibition Era. 
. Performed by Voices, Inc., an 
all black professional company 
from New York City, this review 
will benefit the Orlando School of 
Black Performing Arts, an is 
under the sponsorship of the 
Council of Arts an Sciences. 
ot Gertrude ''Ma" Rainey, Bessie 
Smith, Ethel Waters and 
Josephine Baker. Such familiar 
melodies as Stormey Weather",. 
' "St. Louis Woman'', "I Got a 
Right to Sing the Blues" , "Way 
Down Yonder in New Orleans", 
"Darktown Strutters Ball" and 
"Basin Street Blues" combine 
with the dance routines of the 
Cakewalk, Charleston, Black 
Bottom and Camel Walk to make 
this ·review an exciting, superb 
treat for the ear and eye. 
Quote: Edwin Newman - NBC 
TV, "There is more talent on 
stage than the law should allow", 
and from Mary Campbell of the 
Associated Press, "Stunning"--
.... Song provirles medium of fellowship for Baptist Campus Ministry. (Photo by Alan 
Geeslin> 
. The music in "Harlem 
Heyday", includes ragtime , 
blues, and the big band sounds of 
Duke Ellington, Fletcher Hen-
derson, Cab Calloway and 
J~~mi_e L~ceford with the songs 
. Tickets may be obtained from 
Streeps Ticket office for $2.50, 
$3.50, $4.50, and $5.50 per person 
for this November 2 performance 
of ''Harlem Heyday". 
Financial Aid Picture Rosy 
·Despite Inflation 
trangelove 
By Arla Filko 
"Higher education is a 
luxury," said Donald Baldwin, 
.Director of Student Financial 
Aid. 
"With this tremendous in-
flation there · is competition for 
. dollars in food, clothing, housing 
and education. As the cost of 
everything in school goes up, the 
cost of presenting the education 
package increases." 
Inflation is obviously taking its 
toll throughout the country and 
FTU students are no exception. 
Despite the dismal economic 
situation, the area of student 
financial aid looks .brighter than 
ever. 
Baldwin explained that, 
"Luckily for the student the state 
of Florida, in conjunction with 
the Student Financial Aid 
Program, looked :ahead and 
established some very good 
programs." 
One program that has in-
creased tremendously this year 
is the Federal Basic Educational 
Opportunity Grant Program 
which is providing $53,000 to 
freshmen and· sophomore 
students. 
This federally funded program 
is available however only to 
students who entered college 
after April 1, 1973, and have 
family inc·omes of $10,000 or less 
per year. 
Another similar program is the 
state sponsored Florida 
Assistance Grant Program. 
Available funds have increased 
from $3,600 in the 1973-74 
academic year to $104,000 this 
school year . 
Applicants must be full -time 
undergraduate students, 
generally with annual family 
incomes of $10,000 or less . 
"We re in good shape for loans 
this year as well." said Baldwin. 
The eight different types of 
loans available to FTU students 
this year have equaled or in-
ereased over those of last year . 
One indicator of inflation has 
been the sudden onslaught of 
applicants for E1m·rgency Short-
Term Loans . 
Provided by Student Financial 
Aid and Traffic Fine Funds. these 
90 day Pmergency loans in-
creased from $19,000 last year to 
approximately $60,000 this year. 
Combining part-time em -
ploymt•11t with his full-time 
academic schedule i~ another 
possible _source of financial 
assistance for the student. 
Nine hundred FTU students are 
either state or federally em-
ployed under ~ these programs. 
Lastly Baldwin mentioned 
scholarships, which due to the 
newness of the University, are 
very limited and select in 
recipients. · 
Even though the Fina~cial Aid 
Program is receiving more 
money than ever before from 
both the state and federal level, 
Baldwin does not . see this as a 
means to catch up with inflation. 
"It is too--mti"e too late," he 
said , adding that , "higher 
financial aid only justifies higher 
fees and so on. As the pace gets 
· foster , inflation has a · direct 
influence." 
When you enroll in Air Force ROTC 
you can get more: an opportunity for 
a scholarship, a chance 
for flying lessons- ~ .. and 
Interested? 
Contact __ Mc.: jor Be'nnetce E. Whisenant, Tele: (305> 275-2264. Suite 35..Qi Administration Bldg; 
At Florida Technologicz.l University. Orlando. Fl. 
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Activity Calenda~ 
WEEKLY CALENDAR 
Nov. I - Nov. 7 
EVENT 
Friday, Nov. I 
Cam pus Ministry-meeting 
Student Govt.-Poll Workers Meeting 
Movie "Dr. Strangelove" 
Saturday, Nov . 2 
40's Party & Dance 
Movie "Dr. Strangelove" 
Sunday Nov . :~ 
Mass 
Soccer-FTU vs St. Leo 
Zeta Tau Alpha meeting 
Tau Kappa Epsilon meeting 
Kappa Sigma meeting . 
Lorean Mears Photography thru Nov. 15 
Monday, Nov. 4 
Can Food Drive thur Nov. 23 
sponsored by Black Studen_t Union 
Campus Ministry meeting 
Campus Ministry meeting 
VC Thought In Action 
Campus Ministry meeting 
Campus Ministry meeting 
Student Chapter National Art. Ed. mtg 
Music Dept. Brass & Jazz Band 
Tyes meeting 
Alpha Chi Omega meeting 
Tri Deltas meeting 
Lambda Chi Alpha meeting 
Delta Tau Delta meeting 
Tuesday, Nov . 5 
Campus Ministry meeting 
Campus Ministry meeting 
ATO Little Sisters meeting 
IFC meeting 
Lambda Alpha Epsilon meeting 
Campus Ministry meeting 
Dept. of Music Brass & Jazz Band 
United Campus Ministry meeting 
VC Board meeting 
Karate Lessons 
Panhellenic meeting 
Delta Tau Delta Pledge Class Meeting 
TKE Little Sisters meeting 
Philharmonic Classes 
Dr. Idoux Local Society Amer. Chem. 
Wednesday, Nov. 6 
Entry Deadline Women's Powderpuff Foottall 
Campus Ministry meeting - , 
Metric Awareness Workshop 
Art. Dept. Independent Study Critique 
VC Popular Entertainment Meeting 
Performing Arts 
Lambda Chi Alpha meeting 
Movie "Time Machine-Forbidden Planet" 
Thursday Nov. 7 
VC Project Comm Meeting 
Campus Ministry meeting 
Student Govt. meeting 
Pre-Med Club meeting 
Beta Beta Beta Club meeting 
Engineering Society meeting 
Delta Sigma Pi meeting 
tar a a no a rt 
TIME 
12:00 Noon 
4:00 pm 
8:30 pm 
8:30 pm 
8:30 pm 
11:00 am 
3:00 pm 
5:00 pm 
5:30 pm 
7:00 pm 
9:00 am 
LOCATION 
En 318 
vc 200 
VCAR 
MPR 
VCAR 
MPR 
Home Field 
vc 211 
VCAR "A" 
EN 359 
VC Gallery 
EN 337 . 
vc 200 
VC Green 
CB 102 
CB 216 
vc 211 
MPR 
vc 214 
vc 211 
EN 418 
10 :00 am 
10:30 am 
11 :00 am 
12:00 Noon 
4:00 pm 
4:00 pm 
6:00 pm 
6:00 pm 
6:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
7:00 om 
EN 359 
VCAR "A" Scott Fouse, Rick Woolford, and Charter Murray examine 
telescope during FTU's JECA Day. (Photo by Fred Som-
mer). 
9:00am 
11:00 am;ll:OO am 
12:00 Noon 
12:00 Noon 
12 :00 Noon 
1:00 pm 
2:00 pm 
3:00 pm 
4:00 pm 
4:00 pm 
6:00 pm 
6:30 pm 
7:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
7:30 pm 
8:00 pm 
10:00 am 
10 :00 am 
1:00 pm 
4:00 pm 
5:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
, 
4:00 pm & 8:30 pm 
10:00 am 
11:00 am 
12 :00 Noon 
12:00 Noon 
12:00 Noon 
12:00 Noon 
12:00 Noon 
vs 0 
CB 228 
LB 210 
vc 211 
vc 200 
EN 318 
vc 200 
CB 102 
MPR 
vc 200 
vc 200 
MPR 
vc 200 
vc 211 
EN 203 
VCAR "A' 
En 360 
CB 221 
VC Green 
VC Gallery 
vc 200 
vc 200 
vc 200 
LB 211 & EN 109 
Sci. Aud. 
EN 359 
Sci 335 
EN 360 
CB 103, 110 
Plans Released 
For 3 Buildings 
University Physical Planning 
officials disclosed further plans 
this week for the three complexes 
presently underway on the FTU 
campus. 
Fred Clayton and Oswaldo 
Garcia discussed those plans 
with the FuTUre, revealing that 
the humanities building is set for 
occupation next week. 
A "substa'ntial compfetion 
check" was made on Monday, 
according to Clayton. 
· Although a few details remain 
to be ironed out , the music 
department is expected to begin 
moving in next week. 
The biological sciences com-
plex, originally planned to be 
opened this year, will not be 
available until "around the first 
of next year," Clayton said. 
The education complex which 
will house classrooms, offices, 
and a teaching gymnasium, has 
cleared all approval stages and 
bids are planned tentatively for 
January. 
Construction on that complex will 
begin "the early part of next 
year," Clayton explained. 
..  ALAFAYA TRAIL APARTffiENTS 
WHERE THE .ACTION IS 
136 Apartments 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
LIVE IN A TRULY MODERN COMPLEX 
Lighted Tl'nnis Courts; Volley Ba.II, B2sketb21l, Pool, 
Hc<.:rcc;tion Room . Lc:undry. Security. 
1 MILE SOUTH OF FTU ENTRANCE 
Open For Inspection 9-6 275-8950 
Finest ih 5n\es +Service 
~ Der<A\\eur B·,c,~_cles 
Fuji • Ni sn\kt 
Fol\ is • Li het'\'1.. • M~tt\o.. 
Ft-~)us • Le9na.no 
Npn.-\t.le4.-~ri.- q- 6 
-rues. -11-\ur. 1 o-l 
SOJt. 9-
1!91 N. Orange Avenue. 
Orl~rido 3o5-B98·8Bo1 
Grumbacher Art Library Books 
DR.AWING 
~~-..t... Trees, Animals, 
Heads & Hands, 
Landscape, 
Seascape. 
~r~~/J' Oil~. Acrylics, 
"' .... n...""'""7 Watercolor, 
Color Mixing. 
A delicate pattern of 18k gold, 
weaves around 
a glittering diamond. 
"Tapestry" - The 
handcrafted touch 
by Orange Blossom. 
SW ALSTEAD 
JEWELERS 
CERTIFIED 
GEMOLOGIST 
C.N.A . . BLDG. 
ORLANDO 
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I Lost & Found 
LOST: One female Irish 
setter, 5 mo. old, in FTU area, 
about Oct. 15. Answers to 
Kelly. No tags. Please call at 
275-4724. 
Personal I 
CONGRATULATIONS TRI 
DEL TA PLEDGES! You're 
number one. Delta Love, 
Your Sisters 
I 
I SERVICES I 
Bring Your 
Message to: 
Room 215, 
Classified 
Ads-- For 
$1.25 For 
Minimum Of 
5 Lines -
TUTORING AVAILABLE in 
college level English, Social 
Science and Business sub-
jects. Reasonable rates. 
Phone 647-3358. 
PUBLISH YOUR BOOK IN 90 
DAYS. Wanted: Book 
manuscripts on all subie.cts. 
Expert editing, design, 
manufacture & marketing -
a II under one roof. Completed 
books in 90 days. Low cost. 
Call Pete at 305-896-6721. 
I 
OTHER 
,, 
GETTING MARRIED? 
Barbara Padgett requests the 
privilege of showing yuu, 
without obi igation, a 
distinctive selection of floral 
wedding designs and 
STARLIGHT WEDDING 
INVITATIONS, reasonably 
priced. Please phone 678-3075 
(after 5: 30 p.m. and on 
weekends) for an ap-
pointment. 
OTHER I 
GOING CAMPING? · We 
carry a full line of dehydrated 
foods, water purific;:ation kits 
and survival paks. Clip this 
ad and save $1 on $20 order. 
Latter-Day Enterprises, P.O. 
Box 7604, Orlando 32804. 
( FOR RENT I 
2 BDRM HOUSE, stove & 
refrig., carpet, laundry faci I. 
& pool. Available im -
mediately. $150 plus util. 
Large yard. 568-2427 after 
5: 00 p.m. 
Merchandise 
It Through 
FuTUre 
Classified 
" Ads--For 
TWO BEDROOM 
DUPLEXES, furn.'or unfurn. 
from $160. 5 min to FTU, one 
min to downtown Oviedo. Go 
FOR RENT 
north on Alafaya Tri. to 
Mitchell Hammock Rd. in 
Oviedo. RIDGEWOOD 
VILLAGE 365-3721 {local). 
!l.2SFor 
Minimum Of 
s Lines 
NEW 2 BEDROOM HOME, 
furnished, air and heat. 
Reasonable charge in ex-
change to assist owner next 
door in occasional yard work. 
Male college student. 831-
7588. 
HAVE HOME TO SHARE. 
Male student, 18-24 to live 
with same. Nice kitchen, 
private bathroom, washer & 
dryer. Quiet residential area. 
Call 862-3339. 
SCOTT'S A RMS APTS are 
now renting one & two bdrm 
apts. Less than l mile from 
Something 
To Sell? 
Art Center Schedules Program 
WANTED: Young single girl 
to share 3 bedroom, 2 
bathroom house -- $75 & half 
of utilities.' 273-2484 after 6 
pm. 
The Loch Haven Art Center has 
scheduled the fourth in a series of 
eight programs on "Romantic 
Versus Classic Art" for three pm, 
November third. irr the Loch 
Haven Art Center Auditorium 
Written and narrated by Lord 
Kenneth Clark, well known for 
his "Civilization" series and 
"Pioneers of Modern Painting" 
film series , the programs reveal 
the turbulent world of late 18th 
and early 19th century painters 
and sculptors. 
The fourth program in the 
series focuses on Jean-Auguste 
Dominique Ingres, who ac-
cording to Clark, was a believer 
in "art for art's sake". He sought 
perfection in his work, and the . 
infinit~ pains he took to achieve it 
sometimes resulted in a sense of 
hardness and cold detachment. 
The one subject which gave 
him the impetus to create 
masterpieces was the female 
nude. 
In this two part study, Clark 
examines Ingres' reputation as 
the archetypal Classic artist. and 
finds it curiously misleading. 
To the modern mind, he 
suggests there is something more 
oriental than Classical in Ingres' 
sinuous lines and his unshaded 
planes of color. 
In the second half of his 
analysis. Clark investigates the 
unexpected developments in 
Ingres career, following the 
success of his Grande Odalisque 
in 1814. 
He turned to religious pain-
tings, attempting a pietistic style 
which satislied himself least of 
anyone, and was only rescued by 
his admiration for Raphael, his 
feeling for the fashion of the day, 
his brilliance as a portrait 
painter, and his inherent sen-
suality . 
Minimum 
5 Lines 
Only 
$1.25 
jling's ~n 
Featuring Califo~nia Concept 
. of Men's and Women's 
3090 B Aloma Ave 
671-3115 
501 Park Ave 
628- 1925 
·· ·' 
Hair Desi.gn 
~ 
4515 Hoffner Ave 
851-7960 
2225 Aloma Ave 
678-5400 
TOP 50 LPs & TAPES 
AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICES 
"CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST 
RECORD & TAPE STORES" 
•COLONIAL PLAZA-ADJ. J-M ........ ORLANDO j 
•WINTER PARK MALL .......•. WINTER PARK 
•ALTAMONTE MALL-ADJ. J-M ..... ALTAMONTE . . 
I 
FOR RENT 
WANTED: Male student to 
share 4 bedroom, 2 bath ho1,.1se 
with 2 other students in 
Goldenrod. $80 per month 
plus one third of phone & 
utilities. Call 678-2287. 
Bring Your 
Message to: 
Room 
Library, by 
Our Ad Deadline 
We'll Help 
You Find What 
You Have. Lost 
FREE! 
FOR SALE I 
1972 VW VAN, stick shift, 
furnished, good condition. 
$2600 or wi II trade for a pa id-
off car. Pl ease ca 11 898-2165. 
Something 
To Sell? 
Merchandise 
.. 
We'll Help 
You Find What 
You Have Lost 
FREE! 
No Baloney 
We Discount Sony 
Also check our low warehouse 
pri'ces on speakers, amps & 
turntables. STERO COR-
NER. Phone 830-1060. 
VOTE 
"'got my job 
through the 
State Department 
of Vocational 
Rehabilitation~' 
.. LIKE RENTING?- ' 
· . · .... then yoq'll love.usl 
• L ' 
. NO LEASE 
. AND .$140 
,FROM 
. FURNISHED .. 
ONE BEDROOM _. 
NO& - TENllS - RE<. & LAUIDIY IOOM 
"CHOOSE FROM TWO CONVENIENT 
. .LOCATIONS,. 
Pnifnsioftllty Managed By 
8. CROCKETT' 
. PROPERTIES 
People in the Know 
WINTER PARK 
145-3121 -- 144-4414 
ORLANDO 
273-5610. 
go to THE CHA TEA u 
2021 East Colonial 
Ph. 894-6861 
2 Happy Hours 4 pm til 7 pm 
Midnight til 2 am 
Reduced Drink Prices 
Hot and Cold Hors d' oeuvres 
FRIED SHRIMP ............................ $2.!)5 
BEEF TIPS .................................. $2.HS 
FILET MIGNON .............•............... $:L95 
The Souths Largest Menu 
Newly Expanded Dance Floor 
OPEN DAILY 4 PM Til 2AM 
All n1ajor Credit Cards Accepted 
• 
• 
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Students enjoy sights around FTU campus on ECA Day 
(Photo by Fred Sommer). · 
Record Reviews 
By Ike Harrison 
Popular rock is too new a 
conceptin music to have any real 
distinguished type of history. The 
field· has progressed through 
dimensions of noticeable boun-
. daries, characterized by a unique 
sound of the era. 
There have been a few bands 
who have continued to make 
successful albums of their 
original sound, while most bands 
. fall back as the popular trends 
change. 
These unchanged groups may 
be considered classics of their 
~usic. 
~t's Only Rock'n Roll The Rolling 
Stones 
Rolling Stones Records COC 
79101 
The forefathers of British rock 
n' roll have managed to become a 
household word throughout 
America. 
Following many gold albums 
and sell out United States tours, 
the Rolling Stones come up with 
"It's Only Rock n' Roll," their 
latest LP. 
"If You Can't Rock Me" starts 
the album off in a driving tempo 
with Jagger's wailing vocals. 
Billy Presto'n adds some 
brilliant piano work in "Ain't Too 
Proud to Beg." 
The title cut shows the com-
manding vibrations of the Stones' 
music. Jagger's forceful image 
drive·s for complete involvement. 
"Till The Next Goodbye" 
brings out a gentle side of the 
Stones in ballad form, filled with 
fine acoustic guitar. 
"Time Waits For No One" is 
probably the finest piece on the 
album . 
Quite an involving experience . 
The simple repetition of the 
Stones music fills the album and 
their reputation alone guarantees 
its success . 
War Child Jethro Tull 
Chrysales Records 
Temporarily absent from the 
studios, Jethro Tull returns with 
"War Child." 
Tull's works are often 
diabolical mixtures of musical 
- arrangements and sound effects. 
The unusual tone of Tull's voice 
blends well with such a con-
coction. 
"Queen and Country," backed 
by an orchestra, shows Tull as 
the singing story teller that he is. 
The musical complexity of the 
album separates it from other 
categories. 
"Back Door Angles" is one of 
the few individual performances 
of Tull -- most cuts are a balan-
ced. collective sound . 
The songs arc composed-by Ian 
Anderson who also plays brilliant 
flute throughout the album . 
Jethro Tull add~ variety with 
,.._.,..__._ -- -
good listening music. His unique 
style is continuing to hold sup-
port. 
"War Child" should prove quite 
successful. 
Heroes Are Hard To Find 
Fleetwood Mac 
Reprise MS 2196 
Fleetwood Mac has managed to 
spend enough time out of their 
lawyer 's offices to produce their 
fourteenth album . 
Since their manager tried to 
pull off a tour of an imposter 
group, they have been absent 
from the circuit . 
Fleetwood Mac has con-
sistently produced succ~ssful 
albums and had sell-out tours. 
However, the group has never 
been a dominant figure. 
"Heroes Are Hard To Find" 
again falls short of a "spec-
tacular" work. It's just plain 
good. 
The album is mostly soft , easy 
music. 
Christine McVie's clear, 
discreet vocals are prooamy me 
group 's biggest asset . Her voice 
sweetens Bob Welch's guitar to 
blend into some pleasant songs. 
Welch also sings of the 
strangeness of the "Bermuda 
Triangle ." 
The first side ends with 
Christine singing "Come A Little 
Bit Closer. " Her soft vocals 
produce a moving involvement. 
"She's Changing Me" suc-
cessfully integrates slide guitar 
in their soft rock. 
"Bad Loser" picks things up 
wit\1 a winning combinatin of 
Mick Fleetwood 's percussion, 
and again, Christine's vocals. 
"Born Enchanter" gives time 
for extended guitar and piano 
solos. · 
."Prove Your Love" stands out 
with Christine's vocals and the 
side ends with "Safe Harboilr," a 
fine arrangement that is mostly 
instrumental. 
Although not their best release 
<failing behind "Mystery To 
Me ,' their classic album ) 
"Heroes Are Hard To Find" will 
continue to keep Fleetwood Mac 
fans active. 
VW'S BMW'S 
DEMONSTRATORS 
ALL MODELS 
EU~S-SUPER BUGS-BUSES -412's-DAS fl fRS-ntlNGS-BAVARIAS-2002'a 
BUY NOW AT 
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS 
' ''Just J/4 mile East of HiWay 436 on _Coionial Or." 
LOUIS VW BMW 
6363 E. Colonial Dr. Ph. 277-7220 
150°0 160°0 Yearly Lease _ Monthly Lease 
BRAND NEW 
Furnished One Bedroom 
Apartment 
POOL - TENNIS COURT 
VOLLEY BALL & BASKETBALL 
GAMEROOM & LAUNDRY 
AT THE 
KINGSWAY 
Apartments 
·273-56 10 I 644-4464 / . 6453121 
LEVI ' S ~ den im Jeans a nd 
Jackets d ress up or go 
casual. Cotton denim 
ava ilable in a var iety of 
styles with LEVI ' S ~ 
famous fit and workman-
ship. Elastic back jackets 
or trad itional LEVI 'S • 
. 1 western styles ; straight or 
flared jeans. Mix or match 
" to suit yourself- in 
LEVI'S ~ . 
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Acuptincture Center Opens 
The first center for Acupunc-
'ture consultation and treatment 
in Central Florida utilizing 
Oriental acupuncturists will open 
to serve residents of the Orlando 
Metropolitan area, October 30, it 
was announced today. 
The Acupuncture Center of 
Greater Orlando will be located 
at 475 North Maitland Avenue, 
Altamonte Springs. Dr. Donald 
Iafornaro , D.O., Winter Park, 
will be the medical director and 
Dr. George Hsu, a Chinese 
physician skilled in Oriental 
medicine will be the clinical 
director of the center. 
The announcement of the new 
center's opening was made today 
by William S. Huang, executive 
administrator and an officer in 
National Acupuncture Centers, 
Inc., parent firm of the new 
center. 
The new center is similar to one 
in Washington, D.C. , originally 
established by Mr. Huang. He 
aslo has established centers in 
Hollywood and St. Petersburg, 
Flon~a. 
At the new center, local, 
licensed Florida physicians will 
perform medical examinations 
and diagnosis, while the Oriental 
acupuncturists will administer 
acupuncture treatments. All 
individuals coming to the center 
for acupuncture consultation and 
possible treatment will undergo a 
thorough medical examination 
first. This is a requirement 
before any acupuncture treat-
ments will be administered, Mr. 
Huang explained. 
Dr. Iafornaro has practiced in 
the Orlando area for the past four 
years. He is a graduate of the 
Kansas City College of 
.Osteopathic Medicine. He in-
terned at Richmond Heights 
General Hospital ; Cleveland, 
Ohio, was in family practice for 
eight years and affiliated with 
that hospital before moving to 
Orlando in 1970. Dr. Iafornaro 
has continued in family practice 
in this area. 
Dr. Iafornaro has been prac-
ticing acupuncture in addition to 
general western medicine since 
interest in acupuncture was 
intensified by the improvement 
in sino-American relations. He 
regards acupuncture from his 
western medical viewpoint as a 
continuing subject of research 
and development in this country. 
He also sees it as an adjunct to 
present medical modalities 
directed toward both acute and 
chronic pain control therapy, 
without losing sight of the im-
portance of continued vigilance 
in the conventional methods of 
examination and treatment of 
disease. 
"Acupuncture in my practice 
has made an enormous number 
of patients more comfortable and 
mobile without interfering with 
their conventional medical 
care,'' Dr. lafornaro 
"Properly run, acupuncture 
clinics can provide a valuable 
service both to the patient and to 
western research and scientific 
knowledge . by providing case 
data, while at the same time 
,providing an alternative non-
pharmacological means of ef-
fective pain control. This in itself 
can break the pain-spasm cycl~, 
improve circulation and restore 
more normal homeostasis and 
mobility, as well as contribute to 
the brighter outlook which many 
patients report. 
The Orlando-area site was 
selected for the new acupuncture 
center due to the great growth of 
the area and the large number of 
residents who may be able to 
benefit from acupuncture, Mr. 
Huang explained. 
Otolaryngologists takes the 
position that acupuncture for 
nerve deafness is ineffective and 
in some cases causes worsening 
of present level of hearing 
disability. 
"Although, in my own practice 
early treatment of deafness was 
promising at the time of the 
acupuncture, I have been unable 
to demonstrate positive good 
results because of (a) drop-out 
after 4-5 treatments, (b) inability 
to contact patients for further 
evaluation, and (c) small 
changes in audiogram after 20 
treatments in ones I could 
communicate with." 
"We must not think of 
acupuncture as a cure-all," 
warned Dr. Hsu. "Similar to ai 
. p~oce~ure dealing with medic 
b1olog1cal matters, it offe ~ 
percentages of excellent results, 
percentages of good results and _ 
percentages of no benefits." 
FSU Accepts Applications 
Dr. Iafornaro stated that 
although many people have been 
skeptical about acupuncture, it 
has gained increased acceptance 
as more and more people have 
been treated and helped by it. 
He explained there is a variety 
of illnesses and diseases which 
acupuncture may treat. "Almost 
any painful condition can be 
treated, provided there are no 
medical counter-signs. The 
conditions which are treatable 
include osteoarthritis, 
rheumatoid arthritis, low back 
pain, emotional disorders, post-
traumatic pain, sciatica, chronic 
headaches, sinusitis , asthma, 
chronic diarrhea or constipation, 
painful menstrual periods, 
certain symptoms of multiple 
sclerosis and other neurologic 
conditions," stated Dr. Iafor-
naro. 
In general, Dr. Iafornaro 
stated, it ls fair to say that 
acupuncture renders its greatest 
benefits in the alleviation of pain 
of diverse causes. • 
Applications are now being 
taken for the Fifth Annual 
Florida State University Summer 
Study Program in Hotel and 
Restaurant Administration 
( HRA > to be held in Leysin 
Switzerland. ' 
Students will study June 23-
Aug. 1 at the American College of 
Switzerland located in the Alps in 
the southwestern part of the 
country where French is spoken. 
Academic offerings will in-
clude 24 credit hours of business 
and departmental courses made 
up of HRA 395--H0tel 
Organization an'd Promotion ( 4 
hours); HRA-399--Hotel and 
Restaurant Administration 
Policies ( 4 hours) ; and BSA 491-2-
3-4-Directed Individual Studies 
in International Hotel and 
Restaurant Operators ( 4-4-4-4-
hours). 
Students may enroll for either a 
full or partial schedule with a 
minimum of eight hours. The 
courses are instructed by Florida 
Sta~e HRA faculty members. 
Classes meet three days 
weekly (Tuesday , Wednesday 
and Thursday) allowing four 
days for field trips, group or 
individual travel. A number of 
Village Players Sponsor 'Gratis 'II 
The FTU Players are spon-
soring "Gratis II", a series of 
presentations of and by students. 
The program consists of two 
stud~nt directed one-act plays, a 
maximum of 40 minutes in 
length , one oral interpretation 15 
minutes maxjmum length ~nd 
one ten minute presentation of 
anything else (preferably a 
student film). 
Any student wishing to submit 
their work should do so by Nov. 18 
t" Francis Johnson , Lib. 243. 
Thanks 
ta you 
its 
working 
The 
UnltedyVay 
J!WI A P1..tt. l1 c S£r-v 1ce ot Tf'l1$ News paper 
~ 6 Tne AcJver11s 1ng Council 
Students Uonna Hocha , Tara 
Buckley , Jeff King and Dani Roy 
are also accepting submissions. 
A screening board wiii choose 
the entries for Gratis II , to be 
presented in March. 
DOWN~HOME 
RESIDENT 
COMPARE THIS 
QUIET DUPLEX 
COMMUNITY 
WITH NOISY~ 
CROWDED 
APARTMEN.TS 
professional, cultural, sporting 
and recreational attractions are 
available. Leysin is centrally 
located in Western Europe. 
According to Ashby Stiff, Jr., 
associate professor of HRA, 
students are advised to allow 
$2 ,250 for all expenses. "This is a 
comfortable approximation," 
Stiff said , "but is subject to 
change . The flight returns to the 
U.S. Aug. 15, allowing a two-week 
travel holiday after the close of 
classes." 
The limited enrollment is open 
to HRA majors and interested 
non-majors who are graduates of, 
or students in good standing , at 
accredited colleges or univer-
sities . 
For further information and 
application , contact Ashby Stiff, 
director , European Summer 
Study Program, Department of 
Hotel and Restaurant Ad-
ministration , Florida State 
University, Tallahassee, Fla., 
32306, or call 904-644-4599. 
NEW 
FLEXIBLE LEASES 
Since National Acupuncture 
Centers, Inc., opened its centers 
in Hollywood and St. Petersburg 
earlier this year, there have been 
many cases of patients claiming 
varying degrees of relief from 
pain associated with various 
illnesses and diseases. 
"The fact that acupuncture 
benefits many of the people who 
have not been helpd by con-
ventional medical methods is 
indicative of its potential 
usefulness in this country, " 
concluded Dr. Iafornaro. 
''Deafness due to nerve 
problems is controversial now," 
stated Dr. Iafornaro. "The 
American College of 
The telephone numbers at the 
new Acupuncture Center of 
Greater Orlando are: 830--0068 
and 830-0058. 
"1. 
CLEARANCE SALE 
ON 
1974 MODELS 
HONDA OF ORLANDO 
1802 Edgewater Drive Orlando 
841-8641 Rentals Available 
Edgewater Drive is located off 
West 50 at the first traffic light west of I-4 
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' Developmental .Center 
Offers Reading Lah · 
By John Bridges 
Amidst the various services 
offered by the FTU Develop-
mental Center is a special block 
of reading and study skills, 
available at no cost to all FTU 
• students. 
The reading and study lab is 
operated by Ken Moore and his 
assistants, Mrs. Mary Hartman 
and Miss JoAnn Gerard. 
"The Art of Rapid Reading" is 
the lab's feature, a six week 
directed lab program utilizing 
Craig reading machines. 
The student begins at his 
Arsonal level and progresses at 
•sown rate. The course develops 
speed and comprehension wh~e 
• allowing the student to budget his 
lab hours with his personal 
schedule. 
An additional individual 
reading improvement program lS 
"Reading at the College Level." 
Topics include vocabulary, study 
reading textbooks, an~ college 
subject comprehension. 
Also available are vocabulary 
programs directed at the 
student's personal and 
professional vocabulary; in-
dependent studies in written 
communications; self-study 
materials and l'!lathematics; and 
an advanced skills program for 
students preparing for graduate 
and professional schools. · 
Study skills such as reading 
textbooks, class note taking, and 
exam preparation may be 
organized into an individual 
program also. 
The student may take con-
fidential diagnostic tests in any_ · 
of these areas to assist in 
structuring an effective 
program. 
Clinicians are available by 
appointment to discuss these 
programs with interested 
students. 
Moore stressed that these 
programs were not of a remedial 
nature and said a survey of last 
year's students shows a balance 
from each university class. 
"It's not something that just 
freshmen do," said Moore. "It's 
never too late to improve ef-
ficiency." _____ _ 
Moore cited the large numbers 
of professional people presently 
taking commercial reading 
courses as an indication that 
pepole are often unable to 
balance the amount they have to 
read, with the time they have to 
read it. ___ ______ _ 
· The reading and study skills 
lab is open year-round from nine 
a.m. to five p.m. and Tuesdays 
and Thursdays until eight p.m. 
The lab is located in room 108, 
Residence Dorm C. 
iGhost Writers' Draft ·Speeches 
Bv Kerry Fall!lce __ 
.. With election day approaching 
and Halloween right around the 
corner, it is only natural the 
candidates. enlist ghosts to write __ 
their campaign speeches. of a political speech workshop · 
.. Consequently, six local · designed to give speech majors 
politicians have permitted six working experience in speech 
FTU student "ghost writers" to writing .. 
draft campaign addresses asp~!!_ __ 
.. Instructed by Dr. Ed Wycoff, 
the political speech workshop is a 
mid-quarter assignment in the 
SPE 366, Speech Style and 
Writing, curriculum. Each 
student consults the candidate or 
his secretary for speech content 
and style. Once these elements 
are determined, the student 
writes a five to eight minute 
political address. 
.. Upon completing their 
assignment, the writer presents 
the speech to the candidate for 
his use. Most candidates prefer 
to heavily edit, shorten, lengthen, 
or add personal style before using 
it. 
In some instances, the writer 
may even improve the can-
didate's style . 
. . Of the candidates and students 
interviewed all have been 
pleased with the results of the 
program. The criticisms and 
compliments of the cancicates 
and their professional critics 
have been of valuable aid to the 
students as ghost writers. 
JACK MAR TIN, a Republican incumbent in the Orange 
County Commission race, has enlisted Gigi Keel, an FTU 
Senior speech major as his "ghost writer." A.lth~ugh 
somewhat edited, pai:ts of Gigi's speech were used m six of 
Martin's public addresses. <Photo by Kerry Faunce). 
Ultimately, the writers have 
gained valuable experience in 
professional speechwriting and 
the politician"s workloads have 
been somewhat reduced. After 
all, you might say their en-
deavors have been a "ghost of a 
chance''. 
Faculty Member 'Defined 
Contact More 
Than 6,000 
Readers Thru 
FuTUre 
Classified Ad 
Deborah Whaley 
The Rules Of Procedure 
Governing Faculty Grievances 
<RPGFG) was amended to in-
clude a definition of a non-
administrative faculty member 
at a Faculty Senate meeting Oct. 
24. 
The amendment states that the 
term "non-administrative 
faculty member'' includes all 
faculty members except those 
who either hold the positions of 
President, Vice President, 
Associate Vice President, 
Assistant Vice President, Dean, 
Associate Dean, Assistant Dean, 
Director, or Department 
Chairman. 
In other action at the Senate 
meeting, an amendment was 
passed stating that faculty 
members will vote on grievance 
• committee representatives from 
their own college only. . 
Another amendment was . 
passed to give the right of two 
preemptory challenges to the 
grievant. 
The next meeting of the 
Faculty Senate is Nov. 7, at 12 
p.m. 
Oviedo Child Care 
under new . ownership 
NURSERY TODDLERS 
PRE-SCHOOL 
KINDERGARTEN 
Weekly, Daily, Hourly Rates 
Family Plan 
Hot Lunches and Snacks 
Large Fenced Playground 
Op~n Ii a.m. lo Ii p.m. Monday lhru Thursday 
Frida.vs and Saturdays till I a.m. 
387 W. BroC1dway 365-5621 
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Rob Mott and · Mark Johnson raid pumpkin at Campus 
Police Station. (Photo by Fred Sommer). 
............................................. iTI. 7ifu .&tli.u ~ 1· 
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• • • •  Pregnancy Tests Pap Smears  I Birth Contr.ol Counseling : 
• Abortions e 
• • 
• fill!) E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, Fla. 3280:1 • 
= 305-898-0921 800-432-0460 = 
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TEST WISE? 
There's a great deal to know about preparing for, 
. and taking college tests and examinations. 
If you're not sure - attend a 45 minute infor-
mative aiscussion of 
TEST TAKING TECHNIQUES 
An introduction to our college level study skills 
program -open, without cost, to all F.T.U. students. 
Discussions to be held the week of November 4-8: 
Days and ho.urs posted at the lab. 
Developmental Center Reading Lab 
Residence C. Rm. 108 
-.·.·:· Just a mere 
\ &~- S. m·11es \. fl: '"' 
v north of nu 
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E11gineers Win, 6-3 
l(nights Lose To .Rival FIT 
By Pat Murray 
The FTU soccer team, with its 
offense sputtering, had its three 
game win streak snapped 
Saturday by Florida Institute of 
Technology, 6-3. 
It was a disappointing defeat 
for the Knights who outshot the 
Engineers from Melbourne 29-14 
but couldn't maintain any con-
sistency with their attack. 
With the reserve team starting 
the game, the Knights fell behind 
early as the visitors scored in the 
first two minutes. FTU tied the 
score at 1-1 when Gus Romero 
employed some fancy footwork 
and scored unassisted. 
FIT opened up a 3-1 lead 
midway through the first half OJ) 
goals by Gary Rosenbloom and 
Emile Nauri. With two minutes 
remaining in the half, an 
Aggressive Tony Smith 
Hockey Puck Takes 
Third In Nation·als 
By Walt Morris 
Look out Courageous! Here 
comes Harold Downing and the 
Hockey Puck! 
Downing . sailed his 12-foot 
catamaran, the Hockey Puck," to 
a third place finish !n the 
National Hobie Cat Cham-
pionship last weekend at Key 
Biscayne, Florida. The third 
place ffnish came after only• nine · 
months of competitive ,sailing. 
Downing's biggest problem last 
weekend waS' not his inex-
perience at satling the 130-pound 
· craft, rather the- course con-
. ditions. The seas wer.e rising to 
five to·seven feet and the winds 
· were gusting from 15 to 25 miles 
per· hour. 
"I was totally unfamiliar with 
the conditions," the FTU junior 
said. "You don't get many seven-
foot waves on a lake." 
In the first heat Downing 
reduced the ::irea of his sail to 
compensate for the high winds 
and rough seas. He finished 
fourth; his worst showing of the 
regatta. 
In the second race he raised his 
sail to its full 90 square feet to 
give him more power driving into 
the waves. He again finished 
fourth but : was begjnning to 
become familiar with the course. 
Downing finished second, third, 
third, third, and second in the 
next five races. Under the 
· regatta rules he was allowed to 
dr:op one race. This gave him a 
. six race total of 17 . points, 1.25 
pQints behi-nd the second place 
:finisher. 
. ; : 
. "lwas thankful for what I got 
out of this," said the slim skipper. 
"Everyone who beat me was 
heavier then I and could handle 
their boats better in the rough 
seas." 
Engineer -player was charged 
with stopping a shot with his 
hand, setting up a penalty kick 
for the Knights.· FTU's Don 
Brown missed his first attempt 
but the FIT goalie moved too soon 
giving Brown a second crack. On 
this shot, Brown booted the ball 
into the right corner of the net 
and FTU trailed 3-2 at the half. 
. In the second half, Charlie 
Campbell came off the bench to 
knot the score at 3-3 when he 
headed a shot into the goal with 19 
minutes gone in the final stanza. 
· .. But the breakaway style of the 
Engineers proved too much for 
the Knights in the late going as 
the visitors scored three times, 
twice by Caesar Rohon, to ice the 
game. 
A disconsolate FTU coach Jim 
Rudy was . obviously distressed 
with the fact that the officials had 
missed a crucial offside call in 
the second half and by the 
sideline antics of the FIT ·coach. 
"'We'Jl never play them 
again,"Rudy said. "Their coach 
showed me no class at all." This 
was a referral to the profane 
language used by -the visitors 
coach toward the · officials and 
pl~~ers. 
The Knights salvaged some 
pride with a 4-1 win in the reserve 
game. Mark Ditto, Mark Parent, 
Bill Morse, and John. Ander n 
all scored for FTU. 
HAAS KEY RETURNEE 
By Fred Kay 
·When posed with the question 
of what player would be der-
seving of a feature story with the 
varsity basketball season fast 
approaching, Coach . Torchy 
Clark had an immediate answer. 
"Pete Haas ," replied the only 
head coach FTU basketball has 
ever had. "He' the senior 
member of our ballclub and one 
of the few to stay with it all four 
years. " 
Haas, a 6-7 190 pounder, is one 
of only two seniors on a basically 
inexperienced squad and stands 
to emerge as FTU's all time 
leading rebounder sometime 
during the coming season. He 
averaged 6.3 points per game and 
3.9 rebounds per contest a year · 
ago but both of those figures 
could be doubled in his fourth 
year . 
· "I feel that Pete needs to 
average 12 points to 10 rebounds a 
game for us to win ," said Clark. 
" I think that's reasonable to 
expect." 
Haas, an outgoing native of 
Appleton, Wisconsin, who 
remembers Clark as coach at 
Appleton Xavier High, tends to 
"I think I could do it but I really 
don't believe in setting goals for 
myself," he stated. "I just want 
to have a good year. I'll} not 
going to force shots to get 12 a 
game." 
"There is a lot that can't be 
measured by statistics," he went 
on. "Things like passing, han-
dling the ball and setting picks 
help team just as much as 
scoring. and rebounding. I feel I 
do those kind of things well." 
His coach's comments would 
appear to bear that out. "Pete's 
fundamentally -sound,'' Clark 
pointed out. "He knows our 
EVANS, WEHR 
WIN TENNIS 
TOURNAMENT 
Pal Murray 
John- Evans and PaUl Wehr 
from the Histol'y Department, 
defeated }Jarry Hall and Richard 
Hunter . from the College of 
Education, 6-4, 6-4,-to win the 1974 
Faculty Tennis· To urn am ent. 
Relying ·on excellc11t volleys 
and strong net ·play, Evans and 
Wehr built up a 47{}. lead in the 
first set only to see the Education 
professors rally to ,knot the score 
at 4-4. The second set was closely, 
contended with the outcome · 
decided by the more coiJ.sistent 
play of the winners : . ,, 
It was an especially s.ati~fying 
victory for the winners a·s _they 
had to battle through the losers 
bracket of the double elimination 
tournament to reach the finals. 
E\·ans .and Wehr earlier defeated 
Hall and Hunter 6-2.6-2, to set the 
!'tage for the finals. 
system and is loY.al to the 
program." 
He made the all-tournament 
team of the 1972 Laker Holiday 
tourney at Racine, Wisc. which 
was won by ~he Knights. A year 
ago, subbing for star guard 
Arnett Hall in the first home 
game against St. Leo he poured in 
11 first-half points, ending with a 
game-high 16 to lead FTU to a 65-
49 win. 
The fact that Haas is "steady 
and a good ball-handler for a big 
m~n" has resulted in his playing 
The lanky senior enjoys his 
veteran status although he does 
not necessarily see himself in the 
leader mold. 
"I would hope to lead more by 
example--I'm not really a rah-rah 
type," Haas said. 
Pete Haas Knights Vet 
Still, the criminal justice major 
is somewhat of a cheerleader 
when on the sidelines, urging 
teammates in his 1unmistakab --
Wisconsin accent. "I do get kind 
of fired-up during the games," he 
grinned.Clark, who has now 
guided Haas for more years at 
FTU than anyone except his son 
Mike <first four years), is quick 
LO praise his tallest returnee. "I 
think he gets a bum rap 
sometimes from people who say 
he looks slow. I like him per-
sonally and he is a darn good 
teatn man." 
several different positions, ac-
cording to Clark. ''His versatility 
is due to good coordination1"he 
added . 'He is also willing to play 
wherever you want him to help 
the team." 
Haas has also sho)Yn a knack 
for rising to the occasion in his 
three years. As a freshman he 
performed capably, filling in for 
rebounding ace Eddie Fluitt. He 
started the following year when 
Fluitt required knee surgery, 
averaging eight points an outing. 
Date 
Nov. 29 
Nov. JO 
Dec. 2 
Dec. 3 
Dec. 13 
Dec. 30 
Jan. 4 
Jan . 6 
Jan. 14 
Jan. 15 
Jan . .lB 
Jan. 22 
Jan. 25 
Jan. 28 
Jan. 31 
Feb. 1 
Feb. S 
Feb. 6 
Feb. 11 
Feb. 14 
Feb. 17 
Feb. 20 
Feb. 2·2 
Feb. 25 
. •. 
~:::.; 
Opponent 
Georgia State University 
University of South Florida 
Edward Waters College 
Florida Southern 
Biscayne College 
University of Maine 
Ashland College 
Atlantic Christian College 
Citrus 
FTU 
c.w. Post 
Valdosta State 
Florida Southern 
F.l.T. 
Florida Memoria·1 College i 
St. Leo College . ! · .1 
Edward Waters College· • 
University of West Floridit 
Rollins College 
Florida A& M l!"niver'sity I . 
Georgia Sou'thwestern Colfoge • · 
St. Leo College. • ! · ' 
F .. l.T. . . i 
University of S.Outh Flori¢cl 
University of West Florid~ 
Rollins College 
Biscayne College 
.. 
Place 
Away 
Home 
Home 
Away 
Away 
Home 
Home 
Home 
Away 
Away 
Home 
Away 
Away 
Home 
Home 
A.way 
Away 
Home 
Home• 
Awa.y . 
Away 
Away 
Home 
Action is fast and furious as Intramural Football season 
heads into final week. 
Intramural 
Football Ste1ndings 
Fraternity ~eague 
LXA 6-0 
TKE 6-0 
ATO 5-2 
sx 4-2 
Chi Phi 3-3 
DTD 1-5 
KS 1-4-1 
SAE 1-4-1 
PKA.1-5 
• - Independent Black 
- \ 
LXA Gold 3-0 
Individuals 3-0 
TKE II 
SOMF 0-4 
Independent Gold 
Bunglars 3-0-1 
BSU 3-1 
FS&S 1-1-1 
AFROTC 1-2 
God's Squad 1-2 
Mafia 0-3 
Phelps Cops 
Harrier Run 
- - By Jor De Salvo 
.. Byers Phelps of Tau Kappa 
Epsilon won his second straight 
intramural cross-country meet, 
last Thursday afternoon, while 
Kathy Mitchell, running as an 
independent, took the women's 
title . 
.. Phelps ran the 2.1 mile course 
in an 8:56 time. The FTU Track 
Club was well represented in the 
top five times with Don Hanna-
8:59, Casey Jones-9: 19, and Dean 
Hogle-9: 19.5 taking a second, 
third and fourth places, 
respectively, Rick Hull of LXA 
finished fifth with a 9:29 mark. 
In overall team placing, ATO 
took first place with 34 points 
while TKE was second with 47 
and LXA third. 57 pts. 
Mitchell ran the Women's one. 
mile course in 5:41. Tyes' Linda 
Mitchell came in second at 5:56, 
while Tracy Stapp of the ATO 
Little Sisters was third at 6:08. 
Laura Pooser-6:18 and Kim 
Drury-6: 36, both of Tyes, rounded 
Football Results 
----Joe De Salvo 
Wednesday, Oct. 22 
LXA 33 DTD 0 
SX 28 KS O 
TKE 38 PKA 6 
ATO 34 SAE 6 
Thursday, Oct. 23 
LXA Gold 33 SOMF O 
Individuals 26 TKE II O 
Monday, Oct. 28 
LXA Gold 13 Smokers Union 7 
Individuals 2 SOMF O 
Bunglars 14 BSU O 
Tuesday, Oct. 29 
LXA 20 Chi Phi 0 
ATO 45 PKA 0 
SAE 13 KS 13 
SX 19 DTD 7 
DeSalvo's 
Predictions 
Monday Oast day of season): 
SX over SAE by 18; ATO over Chi 
Phi by 18; DTD over PKA by 12. 
Tuesday: LXA Gold over In-
dividuals by 12. 
Since I'll be a participant in the 
TKE-LXA game, it's only fair 
that I leave this prediction up to 
you. 
Season's Record to date: 17-3, 
.850 
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LXA, Tl(E Battle Looms 
Monday Showdown Set 
By Joe DeSalvo 
. Barring any upsets to Lamt>oa 
Chi Alpha and ·Tau Kappa Ep-
silon in yesterday's action, the 
two undefeated teams will meet 
in the · big showdown, Monday 
afternoon at 4 p.m. to decide the 
Fraternity League cham-
pionship. _ --------
In Wednesday, Oct. 22 action, 
LXA built a comfortable 27-0 
halftime lead to upend Delta Tau 
Delta, 33-0. LXA quarterback, 
John Hinman, threw five TDs to 
five different receivers. Sigma 
Chi shutout Kappa Sigma, 28-0. 
SX QB Phil Merrick hit his 
favorite target, Scott Bailey for 
two-of his four touchdown passes. 
. TKE, lead by Joe Gicobbe's 
two scores, trounced Pi Kappa 
Alpha, 38-6. TKE QB Steve -
Jackson led the offensive attack 
with six TD passes. Kevin 
Power's four TDs from QB Joe 
Hart proved too much for Sigma 
Alpha ·Epsilon to handle as ATO 
romped over SAE, 34-6. 
In Thursday's games, the 
Individuals blitzed TKE II, 26-0.-
Larry Rabin scored a pair of TDs 
for the victors. LXA Gold 
remained undefeated, beating 
SOMF, 33-0. LXA QB Neil 
Tye I Clinch 
Volleyball .· 
Champonship 
By Linda Mitchell 
Last week, the Tyes I team · 
clinched the volleyball cham-
pionship by beating their final 
opponents, Dorm A, Tri-Delta, 
and ATO. The Crew Team an-
chored second place and Tyes II 
· came in third. 
Besides cross country and 
volleyball, Women's Intramural 
Tennis has gotten underway, and 
some upsets have already oc-
curred. Last week's results are : 
KITTY ING over Diane Rassrnann 
JO McLEMORE over Lois Potasoh 
GINGER McDOUGAL over Debbie 
Wheeler 
TRACY STAPP over Kim Ackley 
LAURA POOSER over Terri Hinton 
KATHY MITCHELL over Cindy 
Carter 
Mullins, replacing starting QB 
Kerry Swank who left the game 
at the half with a chin cut that 
required ten stitches, ran for two 
TDs and passed for one other. 
Swank threw two first half TDs. 
In this past Monday's action, 
Steve Hartman is first half TD 
proved to be the winning score as 
LXA Gold continued to roll, this 
time a 13-7 win over Smokers 
Union. 
A Frank Crane safety with no 
time remairung on the clock, 
gave the Individuals a 2-0 win' 
over SOMF. The ' win kept the 
Individuals tied with LXA Gold 
for the Independent Black lead. 
The Bunglars took over first 
place in the Independent Gold as 
they handed Black Student Union 
their first defeat, 14-0. Jim Bovin 
and Jim Marshall did the 
Bunglar's scoring. 
SX used Scott Railey's two first 
half TDs to hand DTD a 19-7 
setback in Tuesday's action. SX 
QB Phil Merrick ·completed the 
SX attack with a touchdown pass 
to Chuck Patrick . 
. LXA remained undefeated, 
beating Chi Phi, 20-7. LXA QB 
John Hinman threw three TDs , 
two of them going to Randy 
Blankenship. The second 
Blankenship score was the result 
of a Dave Hudick lateral. 
.ATO QB Joe Hart had a field 
day throwing three TDs to Kevin 
Powers and two scores to Bob 
Caine to lead A TO to an easy 45-0 
win over PKA. The battle of the 
last place teams ended in 
predictable fashion as SAE and 
KS fought to a 13-13 tie. 
Happy Halloween 
from Joe DeSalvo 
Girls Voll~yball Team battles it Qut with Men's Team 
during EOA Day. 
REYNA 
- - ·- -
TAKES TOP 
HONORS~ IN 
REGIONAL 
Pat Murray 
Sam Reyna garnered first 
place honors in the Men's 
Graduate Division in the 
Southeastern Regional Archery 
Championships held last 
weekend at Brevard Community 
College. . _ 
Reyna's performance was 
complimented by Tina Reed who 
took second place in the Women's 
Individual Division. Reed's score 
was only 13 points lower than the 
first place finisher. 
In the men's competition , John 
Johnson, Scott Cauohois, and 
Maurice Lavorie finished in third 
place. Johnson, Cauohois, Reed, 
and Patti Mount teamed together 
to give FTU a third place finish in 
the Mixed Team competition. 
• out the top five positions. 
. . In the team standings, Tyes 
took honors with 19 pts. and Zeta 
Tau Alpha was second with 39 
pts. 
A :\E:\B :\IISS - FTL''s DEAN ANDREADIS boots ball just past goal tn FIT match . 
Knights outshot visitors ~~)-1.t bu~ came up short on scoreboard 
The team will compete in 
several more small tournaments 
during this quarter including an 
invitational at the University of 
Florida on November 16. These 
tournaments are tune-ups for the 
State Collegiate Indoor Cham-
pionships in February. 
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ECADAY 
Mike Ryan and Jim Tozier enjoy a game of chess during a break on ECA Day. 
(Photo by Fred Sommer>. 
Chuck Fazio, D J for 
WFTU Radio, entertafos 
visitors on ECA Day. 
(Photo bv Alan Geeslin). 
High School seniors gather 
various information a bout 
F'IT on EC:\ day. (Photo 
by Frt'd Somnwi·>. 
David Huang flies kite during ECA Day. In background, 
the Archery Club puts on a display. (Photo by Alan 
Geeslin). 
AT·FTU 
Archery techniques are taught to interested high school 
seniors on ECA Day. (Photo by Fred Sommer._> 
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